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08:00 AM Welcome, Credits, and Certificates

08:05 AM Acoustic Door Assemblies and Their Role in Sound Control

Sound control is a critical element to a building’s design. How an occupant will use the space
must be understood in order to deliver a healthy and functional environment free of noise. Is
speech privacy important? Is this a learning environment? Does the office open to a
manufacturing floor? We all think of the walls, ceiling, and floor when discussing sound
attenuation. But we must not overlook the importance of an acoustic-door assembly. Without
the proper acoustic door, the sound-control goals in an acoustic plan may not be met. This
course will review healthy sound levels and how to test and identify target STC ratings. We’ll
discuss the elements of the acoustic-door assembly and how the assembly addresses fire-
ratings and ADA compliance, contributes to LEED certification and green building, and
provides security for classified files and electronic data.

Steve Peterman
Ambico Ltd. Provider #: J834
AIA #:AAD001 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920024242

09:05 AM Review of Session Code Process

09:10 AM Introduction to Vuelift Elevators

This course is an introduction to Vuelift panoramic residential elevators and provides an
overview of its features and design applications. This session will cover technical aspects and
benefits of this type of elevator as well as applicable code and regulation requirements.

Christopher Baker
Savaria Concord Lifts Provider #: 40107405
AIA #:AIASAV301-2021 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

10:10 AM Break

10:20 AM Sponsor: Lincora - Ben Desjardins

10:30 AM How It’s Made: Today’s PVC

PVC products have been around for 100 years. They’re common in the construction industry
because of their durability and long life. But old PVC manufacturing practices still cause
concern for some of today’s specifiers. This course will address those concerns head-on.
We’ll talk about today’s manufacturing processes and how recycling is transforming the
industry. You’ll see how PVC resin becomes a strong and beautiful product using the example
of vinyl fencing. With the understanding of today’s regulations, collaboration, and green-
building practices, you’ll have the confidence to specify today’s PVC products.

Taylor Coley
Barrette Outdoor Living Inc. Provider #: J696
AIA #:HIMPVC0523 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920028037



11:30 AM High-Performance Glass and Aluminum Building Envelopes

This course provides a comprehensive understanding of the glass-aluminum buildingenvelope
featured in high-rise construction. We’ll review the three main- types of curtain wallsand the
installation process for each. Design and functionality will be addressed specific toproject
objectives along with the environment-conscious benefits of using glass andaluminum. Lastly,
the course will review how to avoid moisture, temperature, and other pitfallsand failures in
curtain-wall installation.

Dmitry Avramenko
Alumin Techno (Alutech) Provider #: 404109291
AIA #:AluTech23 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920027583

12:30 PM Break

12:50 PM Sustainable Exterior Envelope

This course focuses on the effect biological and physical agents have on the wood substrate 
of the exterior building envelope. After reviewing these agents, you will learn how proper 
installation and best building practices can limit the exposure these agents can pose to your 
project. Durable wood substrates will also be discussed with a comparison of popular man-
made durability agents used to further protect the exterior envelope.

Scott Green
WindsorONE Provider #: T109
AIA #:ExtEnv2020 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920026001

01:50 PM Western Red Cedar, Distinctive Sustainable Design

The Western Red Cedar Lumber Association (WRCLA) is a Non-Profit trade association that
was established in 1954. We offer training to discerning users of WRC including the architect
community. Western Red Cedar Distinctive Sustainable Designs is a one-hour, face-to-face
training session developed for the architect community and provided by WRCLA qualified
trainers. Through this one hour session, architects will increase their knowledge of WRC; its'
properties and performance characteristics.

Paul Mackie
Western Red Cedar Lumber Assn (WRCLA) Provider #: G422
AIA #:WRCLA5 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920027450

02:50 PM End


